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Key: C#

Tuning: Standard EADGBe

Chords used:
C# -   x46664
G# -   466544
Bbm -  x13321
F# -   244322
Ebm -  x68876
C#/F - 143xxx

Verse 1:
F#
Breathe so I can
            Bbm
feel you on me
    F#
and trust in
                 Bbm
everything you believe
          F#
There s a million
different reasons why
  Bbm
I should hold back
But I ve come to
       G#
far to sever it all
Do or die I ve
F#
taken the fall

Chorus 1:
       C#
And so let s drive under
                      G#
cover of a blood red sky
Another mile until we



         Bbm
finally step out from
    G#              F#
the darkness of the night
               C#/F
We ll wave goodbye to the
former lives we ll 
        G#
leave behind As they 
fade away into the 
     Bbm
rear view while all these
 G#               F#
streetlights pass by

Post Chorus:
C#   G#
whoa whoa
Bbm  G# F#
whoa whoa

Verse 2:
F#
Wait just for a
while and you ll
Bbm F#
see This could be
                    Bbm
everything that you need
         F#
It s the perfect ending
             Bbm
to a life of promises and
                 G#
ideals that have fallen
apart now this time it s
F#
right from the start

(Repeat Chorus 1)

Bridge:
   G#
So drive with me to
               F#
the end of the road we re
   Bbm
on Ride this out until
           C#/F



we end up alone
G#
Fate is all that 
       Bbm
we can make of it
What do you want
   Ebm          F#----
to make of it tonight?

Chorus 2:
       C#
And so let s drive under
                      G#
cover of a blood red sky
Another mile until we
         Bbm
finally step out from
    G#              F#
the darkness of the night
               C#
We ll wave goodbye to
the former lives we ll
        C#
leave behind As they 
fade away into the 
     C#
rear view while all these
                F#
streetlights go passing by

Chorus 3:
       C#/F
And so let s drive under
                      G#
cover of a blood red sky
Another mile until we
         Bbm
finally step out from
    G#              F#
the darkness of the night
               G#
We ll wave goodbye to the
former lives we ll 
        Ebm
leave behind As they 
fade away into the 
     Bbm
rear view while all these
 G#               F#
streetlights pass by


